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TD2  Required Documentation: 

TD2-1-1  Current Component and System Status 

1) Critical fuel systems components received: 
2) Critical powertrain components received: 

a. All critical power train components received, assembled, and installed. 

 

WIKISPEED Fig. 1 TD2-1-1a Power train components (Honda R18A). 

3) Critical emissions components received: 
a. Exhaust header integrated catalytic converter: 
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WIKISPEED Fig. 2 TD2-1-1b Exhaust header integrated catalytic converter. 
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WIKISPEED Fig. 3 TD2-1-1c Exhaust header integrated catalytic converter, shown attached to R18A 
engine, cutaway view. Note double block elements and immediate access to hottest gas for rapid element 
heating and exceptional cold start emissions control. 

4) Critical body materials received: 
a. Windshield: 

Our OEM DOT approved glass windshield is in house in the case our glazing materials 
waiver is not accepted. Update, January 29

th
 our glazing waiver has been accepted. We 

will be ordering and forming our polycarbonate windshield immediately. 
b. Formed panels: 

Our formed panels are NOT in house. Foamlix will be CNC wire cutting and milling 3 4’x8’ 
foam blocks to form our drop on aeroshell and a 4

th
 block as our drop in interior, which 

we will then laminate (and insulate and carpet in the case of the interior). Foamlinx 
assures us an industry leading rapid prototyping turn-around time and we believe the 
exterior and interior formed panels will be in house and attached during February, 
allowing the month of March for aerodynamically valid road testing. 

5) Evidence that chassis is fully complete: 
a. Please see attached video and photos below: 
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WIKISPEED Fig. 4 TD2-1-1d Complete structural frame and assemblies. Note complete chassis formed 
from stock aluminum extrusions for minimal manufacturing cost in start-up scenario. Note all extrusions 
can be milled on single CNC router table simultaneously with only 2 set ups. Note bolt-in roll bars are not 
attached, however mounting locations have already been drilled. 

 

TD2-1-2 Proof of a running vehicle 

 Please see attached video. 

TD2-1-4 Ground Clearance 
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WIKISPEED Fig. 5 TD2-1-4 Vehicle at ride height, showing ground clearance at 4”. Ground clearance is 
fully adjustable and the suspension geometry is adjustable to accommodate from 2” ground clearance to 
8” with less than .25” inches track scrub during 1g to 4g vertical loads. 

TD2-1-5 Emissions Control Status 

 Please see exhaust header integrated catalytic converter and downpipe integrated catalytic 
converter photos above in section TD2-1-1. We have included manufacturer gas analysis data below and 
will replace with actual certified emissions test center data. Our engine and chassis is running, our wheels 
turning, but our vehicle is not on-road drivable to an emissions test center. We will have emissions testing 
data from an emissions test center included with the 3

rd
 technical deliverable. This intent was accepted as 

of the first technical deliverable; excerpt from first technical deliverable: 

“TD1-3-12f  0  Certified test data from emissions testing:  

Our engine in our chassis is running but our chassis is not drivable to an emissions test center. We will 
have emissions testing data from an emissions test center included with the 3

rd
 Technical deliverable. We 

have included the manufacturer provided emissions test data for the engine, below. We do anticipate 
similar performance as we have not modified the engine or the emissions equipment in any significant 
way. 
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WIKISPEED Fig. 8 TD1-3-12f. Above, emissions output from Honda R18A engine. This information will 
be replaced by emissions testing conducted at a certified emissions test facility after the vehicle is 
drivable. We do expect similar performance as we have not modified the emissions system in any 
significant way.” 

TD2-3-2 Liquid fuel tank 
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 CAD showing location of supplemental competition fuel tank and in-line pump in temporary 
competition location. We will provide actual photos once the competition removable tank, disconnects and 
pump are received. Main fuel tank tabs have been further isolated with rubber bushings to reduce stress 
transfer from frame to fuel tank, to address comments from review of our first technical deliverable 
(thanks!). 

 

WIKISPEED Fig. 6 TD2-3-2 CAD showing placement of supplemental competition fuel tank and in line 
pump. Note fuel bypass lines completely bypass permanent fuel tank but allow use of evaporative fuel 
recovery canister. 

For reference, Here are the fuel system schematics of the system without the temporary competition use 
ATL RA105 fuel cell attached: 

TD1-2-4b  0  Vehicle schematics or drawings (front, top/bottom, side) showing the fuel system.  The 
drawings should show the placement of tank, fueling lines, and all other fuel components (filters, pumps, 
etc.) 
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WIKISPEED Fig. 1b TD1-2-4b. Schematic of R18A engine in relation to fuel tank, evaporative fuel 
recovery canister, fuel lines, and callout for in-tank fuel pump and fuel level sender. 3/4ths view, top view, 
side view. 

TD2-5-5 Detailed description of structure 

 Still current with the description from the first technical deliverable, however our CAD files now 
more accurately represent the roll bar hoops witch comprise the roof crush resistance and roof structure. 
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WIKISPEED Fig. 7 TD2-5-5 CAD showing roll bar hoops as described in previous technical deliverable. 

TD2-5-7 Detailed description of plan to meet FMVSS Crashworthiness Requirements 

 Please see screen shots from side impact FEA on the vehicles frame. As discussed in the first 
technical deliverable we have verified the frame is as able to take the full load of the FMVSS impacts, in 
this case the lateral deformable barrier side impact test, which then allows us to attach crush structures 
front, side, and rear to reduce the amplitude of the crash pulse. By validating the frame we are able to first 
mitigate passenger compartment intrusion. Also please see the frame with static vertical loading 
simulating the roll hoops pressing down on the frame during the roof crush test. Note in the side and roof 
scenarios there is no permanent deformation of the frame and no passenger compartment intrusion. 
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WIKISPEED Fig. 7 TD2-5-7a Side impact FEA of frame. Note minimal deformation and no intrusion. By 
placing a crush structure similar to the frontal offset deformable barrier onto the sides of the vehicle we 
are able to reduce side impact deceleration to below 8g’s during the FMVSS 20MPH side impact. 
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WIKISPEED Fig. 8 TD2-5-7B Roof crush test load applied to frame. Note minimal deformation and no 
intrusion. By distributing the roll hoop pressure through even 2x2” foot pads per hoop end we achieve 
results similar to uniform frame top loading. We see no visible frame deflection at 1.5 times the vehicle 
weight as specified by the roof crush test, and in fact do not exceed the material yield strength even with 
a 10g roof load. 

For reverence, the visuals from TD1-4-8 have been included below. 

“TD1-4-8c  0  Calculations, simulation results, or Finite Element Analysis report regarding 
structural integrity and crashworthiness. 
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WIKISPEED Fig. 12 TD1-4-8c. Initial FEA meshing and colored portrayal of failure path in frontal load. 
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WIKISPEED Fig. 12b TD1-4-8c. Offset Frontal Deformable Barrier Impact simulation with naked frame. 
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WIKISPEED Fig. 12c TD1-4-8c. Offset Frontal Deformable Barrier Impact simulation with naked frame. 
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WIKISPEED Fig. 12d TD1-4-8c. Basic bolt pull out scenario calculations. 

 

WIKISPEED Fig. 12d TD1-4-8c. FEA ToDo list, each crash scenario, orientation, load, barrier type, 
success criteria, etc. 
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Preliminary FEA shows frame alone would survive Offset frontal barrier without intrusion into the 
passenger compartment during an impact at 57 Kph (35 Mph). By attaching a crush structure similar to 
the deformable barrier used in the offset test (but with omni-directional core material versus the 
directionally biased honeycomb structure of the spec barrier), the SGT01 frame is able to survive a fixed 
barrier collision at 57 Kph without intrusion into the passenger compartment. By virtue of the step-in frame 
design being door-less, the FMVSS language excuses us from the side impact (lateral barrier and pole) 
tests along with the door crush resistance test. Next up, then, is the rear impact test, then rollover test. It 
is taking us roughly 24 hours to model a crash scenario, and at that rate we intend to have iterations on 
all impact scenarios by January 15

th
 (including side impact, required or not), at which time we will order 

our crush structures based on FEA input. 

Two risks: 1) our AMPS FEA engine, while extremely powerful, has not yet been certified validated with 
real world crash results (like, say, LS Dyna). While AMPS gives us extremely helpful information we have 
to accept it as merely an indication, and will still perform destructive testing prior to road going vehicle 
sale. To this end we have secured access to a drop tower for destructive testing. 

2) Our in-team FEA skill is sufficient to model the frame, barriers, and components of significant mass, but 
is not yet sufficient to model air bag deployments or linked geometries like a human dummy thigh and 
knee. Prior to production we will have to invest in about $100,000 of FEA team engineering support to 
produce valid, safe airbag deployments in order for us to spec airbags for fabrication. We will campaign in 
the X prize with significant structure to hold airbags and ballast to mimic live airbags.” 


